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ASIA/MYANMAR - The Burmese people entrusts the peace of the country
to the Virgin Mary
Nyaunglebin (Agenzia Fides) - The pilgrimage of over 70 thousand Catholic faithful and non, to the Marian
Shrine of Nyaunglebin (the most famous in Myanmar), on the feast of Our Lady of Lourdes, was an opportunity
to entrust to the Virgin Mary the delicate and decisive theme of peace in the country: as reported to Fides Agency,
is what the Archbishop of Yangon, His Exc. Mgr. Charles Maug Bo said during the Holy Mass at the conclusion
of the solemn novena that characterized the celebration of the Marian feast on 11 February at the Shrine. In the
days before the event, more than 70 thousand pilgrims came from all over the country, offering Masses, prayers
and Rosaries.
The Archbishop, speaking to the crowd, recalled Mary’s faithfulness and the faithfulness of God the Father, who
"keeps the promises towards his people." For this, referring to the current situation that Myanmar is living, Mgr.
Bo placed emphasis on the ongoing conflict in the country between the government army and the Kachin rebels.
"Since 1948, the year of independence - he said - there has not been a year without war. We must learn that war
does not solve problems, but it increases hatred and destruction."
For this, he continued, "we need to discuss, negotiate and find ways and means for a peaceful solution",
enumerating the tragic consequences of the ongoing conflict: "Corpses, refugees, lack of food and security, lack of
education and the suffering of children and women. " It is time to "sit at a table, talk, listen, build trust," urged the
Archbishop, recalling "those who have more power and have more responsibility" and launches an appeal to the
warring parties for an immediate ceasefire. Finally, Mgr. Bo said that "if we want to change our society, our
country and our world, we must begin to change ourselves." (PA) (Agenzia Fides 12/02/2012)
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